
What Can We Learn from the First Evolutionary Simulation Model?Seth BullokInformatis Researh Institute, Shool of Computer Studies, University of Leedsseth�ss.leeds.a.ukAbstratA simple omputer program dating from the �rst halfof the nineteenth entury is presented as the earliestknown example of an evolutionary simulation model.The model is desribed in detail and its status asan evolutionary simulation model is disussed. Threebroad issues raised by the model are presented andtheir signi�ane for modern evolutionary simulationmodelling is explored: �rst, the utility of attendingto the harater of a system's entire dynamis ratherthan fousing on the equilibrium states that it admitsof; seond, the worth of adopting an evolutionary per-spetive on adaptive systems beyond those addressedby evolutionary biologial researh; third, the poten-tial for the non-linear harater of omplex dynamialsystems to be explored through an individual-basedsimulation modelling approah.With the war-time and post-war development of the�rst modern omputers ame a surge of researh intoomputational theory. Seminal work by mathemati-ians suh as MCulloh and Pitts (1943) on the logiof neural iruitry, Turing (1952) on di�usion-reationmodels of morphogenesis, Walter (1963) and Ashby(1956) on ybernetis, von Neumann and Burks (1966)on automata theory and self-repliation, and later Hol-land (1975) on the formal properties of adaptation, in-volved the appliation of logi, mathematis, robotis,and ontrol theory to essentially biologial problems.The above-ited piees of researh are now reog-nised as the intelletual preursors to the �eld thathas ome to be known as arti�ial life. Although, moreproximally, arti�ial life an be onsidered to be the o�-spring of arti�ial intelligene (see Brooks, 1991, andSteels, 1994, for aounts of arti�ial life's relationshipto arti�ial intelligene), it is beoming inreasinglyapparent that the work published under the arti�iallife rubri (e.g., models of morphogenesis, ellular au-tomata models, behaviour based robotis, the simula-tion of adaptive behaviour, et.) has inherited muhof its method, and some would say madness, either di-retly, or iruitously, from these mid-entury pioneers.

However, it will be laimed here that a partiu-lar kind of arti�ial life, the evolutionary simulationmodel, originated far earlier than even the �rst of theseseminal works. Coinidentally, the �rst evolutionarysimulationmodel holds many lessons that are pertinenttoday. After introduing the model and disussing itsstatus as an evolutionary simulation model, a series ofissues raised by the model will be presented and theirimpliations for modern arti�ial life explored.The Ninth Bridgewater TreatiseIn 1837, twenty-two years before the publiation ofDarwin's On the Origin of Speies, and over a en-tury before the advent of the �rst modern omputer, apiee of speulative work was published as an uninvitedNinth Bridgewater Treatise. The previous eight worksin the series had been sponsored by the will of Fran-is Henry Egerton, Earl of Bridgewater, and a mem-ber of the English lergy. The will's instrutions wereto make money available to ommission and publishan enylopedia of natural theology onerning \thePower, Wisdom, and Goodness of God, as manifestedin the Creation" (Brok, 1966; Robson, 1990).The ninth publiation in this series is noteworthy inthat, unlike typial works of natural theology, it nei-ther sought to draw attention to miraulous states ofa�airs deemed unlikely to have ome about by hane,and thus thought to be the work of a divine hand (e.g.,the length of the terrestrial day, whih seems mirau-lously suited to the habits of man and other animals),nor did it seek to reonile sienti� �ndings with aliteral reading of the Old Testament (e.g., disputingevidene that suggested an alarmingly anient earth,aounting for the existene of dinosaur bones, or pro-moting evidene for the ourrene of the great ood,et.). In ontrast to these apologeti e�orts, the au-thor of the ninth Bridgewater treatise produed whatis, to my knowledge, the �rst instane of an evolution-ary simulation model.The author of the Ninth Bridgewater Treatise was



Charles Babbage, the designer of the di�erene engineand analytial engine (the �rst automati alulatingdevies, and thus preursors to the modern omputer).Indeed, in 1837 he was one of perhaps a handful of si-entists apable of arrying out researh involving auto-mated omputational modelling. His model stands asa usefully simple ase study, and an elegant exampleof the use to whih omputers are being put in modernarti�ial life.The aim of this paper will not be to draw attentionto Babbage's model as an example of a partiularlypresient piee of work, antiipating muh of modernevolutionary simulation modelling. Rather, this an-tique evolutionary simulation model will be revived,not only to identify similarities between Vitorian si-ene and urrent arti�ial life, but in order to highlightimportant aspets of the ontemporary pratie of evo-lutionary simulation modelling. In pursuing this aim,I am well aware of the risks of Whiggism in interpret-ing historial material (see Hyman, 1990, for disussionof Whiggism in the study of Babbage and his work).Although a modern perspetive on the past is unavoid-able, the fat that this paper does not primarily seek tore-evaluate Babbage's work but to re-analyse modernevolutionary simulation modelling work in the light ofBabbage's model ensures that the risk of mis-treatingBabbage's work is slim.The First Evolutionary SimulationModelBabbage's (1837) model (see also Babbage, 1864,Chapter XXIX \Mirales" for a rather whimsial a-ount of the model's development) was situated withinwhat was then a ontroversial debate. It addressedthe dispute between atastrophists and uniformitari-ans. Prima faie this debate was internal to geology,sine it onerned the geologial reord's potential toshow evidene of divine intervention (prinipally in theform of support for the Old Testament aounts of theCreation and the Deluge). Catastrophists argued foran interventionist interpretation of geologial evidene,taking disontinuities in the reord to be indiators ofthe ourrene of mirales (violations of laws of na-ture). In ontrast, uniformitarians insisted that in or-der to arry out sienti� enquiry, the entire geologialreord must be assumed to be the result of unhang-ing proesses. Allowing a role for divine mirales, theuniformitarians laimed, would render ompeting ex-planations equally valid. No theory ould be laimedto be more parsimonious or oherent than a ompetingtheory that invoked neessarily inexpliable exogenousinuenes in its aount of the phenomena at issue.Although this dispute had already been dealt some-
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Computational TimeFigure 1: Babbage's (1836) evolutionary simulationmodel represented the empirially observed history ofgeologial hange as evidened by the geologial reord(upper panel) as the output of a omputing mahinefollowing a program (lower panel). A suitably pro-grammed omputingmahine ould generate sequenesof output that exhibited disontinuities without requir-ing external inuene. Hene disontinuities in the a-tual geologial reord did not require \atastrophi"divine intervention, but ould be the result of \gradu-alist" proesses.thing of a death blow with Lyell's (1830) publiation ofhis Priniples of Geology, the publiation of the Bridge-water treatises and works like them evidenes its slowdemise. Only subsequent to the oup de grâe providedby Darwin's work on evolution did natural theologytexts �nally ease to be published (Brok, 1966).Babbage's response to the atastrophist position wasto onstrut what an now be reognised as a sim-ple evolutionary simulation model (see �gure 1). Heproposed that a suitably programmed di�erene en-



gine ould be made to output a series of numbers a-ording to some law (e.g., the integers, in order, from0 onwards), but then at some pre-de�ned point (e.g,100,000) begin to output a series of numbers aord-ing to some di�erent law (e.g., the integers, in order,from 200,000 onwards). Although the output of suh adi�erene engine (an analogue of the geologial reord)would feature a disontinuity (in our example the jumpfrom 100,000 to 200,000), the underlying proess re-sponsible for this output would have remained onstant(i.e., the general law, or program, that the mahine wasobeying would not have hanged). The disontinuitywould have been the result of the naturally unfoldingmehanial (and omputational) proess. No externaltinkering analogous to the assumed intervention of aprovidential deity would have taken plae.Babbage thus tried to show that what might ap-pear to be disontinuities were not neessarily the re-sult of meddling, but ould be the natural result ofunhanging proesses. In doing this he ultivated theimage of God as a programmer, engineer, or indus-trialist, apable of setting a proess in motion thatwould aomplish His intentions without Him inter-vening repeatedly. In Vitorian Britain, the notion ofGod as draughtsman of an `automati' universe, onethat would run unassisted, without individual ats ofreation, destrution, et., proved attrative. This on-eption was subsequently reiterated by several othernatural philosophers (e.g., Darwin, Lyell, and Cham-bers) who argued that it implied \a grander view of theCreator | One who operated by general laws" (Young,1985, p.148).For the purposes of this paper, what is of interest arenot the theologial impliations of Babbage's work, northe e�et it had on the atastrophist/uniformitariandebate, but the manner in whih Babbage mobilisedhis omputational resoures to attak a theoretial po-sition. Babbage's omputational system was a sim-ple analogue of a natural system (the geology of theplanet) implemented mehanially. Babbage did notseek to apture the omplexity of real geology in hissystem. Indeed the analogy between the di�erene en-gine's program and geologial proesses is a rude one.However, the formal resemblane between the omput-ing mahine and the geologial proess is suÆient toenable a point about the latter system's dynamis tobe made. Babbage's omputing mahine is thus learlybeing employed as a model.Evolutionary Simulation ModelsWhat grounds do we have for laiming that Babbage'smodel is an example of an evolutionary simulationmodel? At �rst glane, the fat that the model involves

no mention of ompetition, heritable variation, limitedresoures, et., would indiate that, even if it ouldbe alled a simulation model, Babbage's programmedalulator should not be awarded the status of evolu-tionary simulation model. However, the adjetive evo-lutionary is being used here not to invoke the notion ofbiologial evolutionary hange, but to draw attentionto the fat that Babbage's model was implemented asa dynami, unfolding, proess. For the moment, a fewbrief observations will serve to give a avour of whatis intended by the phrase1.First, the fat that Babbage's model is an unfoldingomputational proess sets it apart from work in whihmodels of dynami hange are onstruted as mathe-matial proofs and are thus not evolutionary simula-tions. For example, Malthus' (1798) work on popula-tion dynamis, in whih he demonstrated that popu-lation growth would outstrip that of agriulture, wasonstruted using paper and penil.However, it is not merely the omputational natureof Babbage's model that ensures its status as an evolu-tionary simulation model. His reliane on the ongoingdynami behaviour of his omputational model, ratherthan on any end result it might produe, distinguishesit frommodelling work whih, although involving om-putational proesses, uses omputers as tools for solv-ing what would otherwise prove to be intratable math-ematial problems. For example, the use of omputersto disover digits of pi, or to iteratively solve the di�er-ential equations that might omprise a model of pop-ulation dynamis, do not ount as evolutionary simu-lation modelling sine the omputational proesses in-volved are merely the means of reahing a partiularsolution. In ontrast, the substantive element of Bab-bage's model is the evolutionary aspet of the simula-tion (i.e., the manner in whih it hanges over time). Inthe senario that Babbage onsiders, his suitably pro-grammed di�erene engine will, in priniple, run for-ever. Its alulation is not intended to produe someend produt, but rather the ongoing alulation is itselfthe objet of interest.In the following setions partiular aspets of Bab-bage's model will be expanded upon. First, the im-pliations of onsidering the dynami behaviour of amodel to be entral, rather than onentrating on theend-produt of some alulation, will be disussed.Dynamis and StasisArti�ial life is perhaps exlusively onerned with sys-tems that hange over time, and, furthermore, the1For a more detailed treatment of the notion of evolu-tionary simulation modelling see Bullok (1997).



manner in whih suh systems hange over time2.Whether the system be a ellular automaton imple-menting the \game of life", an autonomous robot de-signed to navigate an extra-terrestrial terrain, or amodel of \omplexity at the edge of haos", it is onsid-ered as a time-varying system with a ertain dynamiharater. It is this harater that is of interest to thearti�ial life pratitioner. Will the dynami haraterof the ellular automaton admit of \universal omputa-tion"? Will the dynami harater of the autonomousrobot result in robust walking behaviour? Will the dy-nami harater of the model exhibit \omplexity atthe edge of haos"?We an ontrast this interest in dynami hangewith the approah taken by game-theoreti models(von Neumann & Morgenstern, 1944). Despite be-ing similarly onerned with systems that hange overtime (eonomies, individual eonomi agents, eolo-gies, populations of reatures, individual reatures,et.), game-theoreti aounts of adaptive phenomenatypially assume that the systems under onsiderationare at, or near, equilibria. One this assumption is inplae, the game theorist is faed with the task of spe-ifying a model that admits of stable equilibria with aharater that mathes that of the observed eonomior biologial system.For example, neo-lassial eonomi theory assertsthat sine the eonomi agent, homo eonomius, is anideal maximiser of expeted utility, suh agents willlear a market at the equilibrium prie. There is thusno sense in asking what behaviour would result from asystem omprised of agents who annot maximise ex-peted utility. Suh a system is far from equilibrium,and thus not likely to be found to reet real eonomisituations in whih markets are either at or near equi-libria. Sine, from this perspetive, eonomi agentsare assumed to be optimal players, one merely needsto identify the equilibrium prie analytially in orderto desribe the behaviour of the market, as this is theprie that will be settled upon. Attention to the globaldynamis of the model is not neessary sine the sys-tem will not spend time far from equilibrium.Whilst these assumptions are, for the most part, em-inently reasonable, there are senarios in whih theonditions that real eonomi agents �nd themselvesin result in their inability to �nd the equilibrium prie,e.g., sellers at an aution who are wary of the exis-tene of artels amongst their fellow bidders. In or-der to model these systems, approahes that take intoaount a riher pallet of dynami behaviour are ne-2Arti�ial life is learly not the only �eld onerned withdynamial systems. Related �elds suh as ybernetis andontrol theory, for instane, share similar interests.

essary (see, e.g., Binmore, 1987, 1988, for ritiques ofthe traditional axiomati approah to game-theoretieonomi modelling).A similar perspetive is evident within game-theoreti aounts of evolutionary systems. May-nard Smith (1982) identi�es this problem at the outsetof his book, Evolution and the Theory of Games,\An obvious weakness of the game-theoreti ap-proah to evolution is that it plaes great empha-sis on equilibrium states, whereas evolution is aproess of ontinuous, or at least periodi hange.The same ritiism an be levelled at the empha-sis on equilibria in population genetis. It is ofourse mathematially easier to analyse equilibriathan trajetories of hange" (p. 8).However, unlike eonomists, evolutionary game the-orists have better grounds for pursuing a program ofwhat Frank (1998) terms omparative statis than thisappeal to the intratability of dynami models. Iden-tifying equilibria, and exploring their sensitivity tomodel parameters in order to make preditions aboutanalogous real-world systems is a proess with somehane of engaging with empirial biologial observa-tions, sine, given that the natural systems around usare likely to be at or near equilibrium, we have somehane of olleting appropriate data. The likelihood ofobtaining the observations neessary to deide betweenompeting theories invoking trajetories of hange ismuh smaller.One area in whih suh data are routinely olletedis in the onstrution of phylogeneti histories by sys-tematiians | the biosiene desendents of the geolo-gists that Babbage's model addressed. For our presentpurposes, these histories are important beause di�er-ing evolutionary theories often make the same predi-tions onerning urrent states of a�airs. This is be-ause it is present-day phenomena that the theoriesattempt to aount for. However, ompeting theoriesmay make di�ering preditions onerning the priorstates of a�airs that have led to the urrent situation.For instane, Ryan (1990) attempts to distinguishbetween theories that ompete to aount for the har-ater of sensory systems and signalling behaviour ex-tant in the natural world by onstruting a phyloge-neti tree for several speies of frog. From this hy-pothetial history of speiation events Ryan attemptsto disount ertain theories whose preditions do notmath the historial aount he has onstruted.Evolutionary simulationmodelling an ontribute tothis style of hypothesis testing in a way in whih mod-elling methodologies that exlusively attend to equi-libria annot. An evolutionary simulation model pro-vides an aount of not only the behaviour of a system



at equilibrium, but also the behaviour whih that sys-tem passed through before it reahed this equilibrium.Suh aounts of the trajetories followed by evolvingpopulations prior to (potentially) ahieving equilibriamight be used to distinguish between ompeting theo-ries.This is not to say that data from simulations willsimply augment data from phylogeneti reonstru-tions, but that the impliations of evolutionary theo-ries for the harater of evolutionary trajetories mightbe lari�ed through evolutionary simulationmodelling.The preditions resulting from suh a lari�ationould then be ompared to empirial data in the usualmanner.Although it is perhaps reasonable to expet the nat-ural systems we see around us to be at stable equilibriagiven the evolutionary timesales involved, as with eo-nomi systems, there are situations in whih evolvingpopulations may onsistently fail to reah equilibria,or in whih the equilibria that evolutionary systems doreah are more ompliated than point attrators. Forexample, Maynard Smith follows the passage quotedabove with a predition that yli attrators will bedisovered to haraterise muh of the behaviour ex-hibited by players involved in asymmetri games. Thispredition has been supported by the disovery of aspeies of lizard that ours in three distint morphs,eah of whih dominates one other morph, and is domi-nated by the remainingmorph. Suh a system is analo-gous to the parlour game sissors-paper-stone, in whihplaying one move onsistently will never be a lastingstrategy sine any suh strategy an be defeated (Sin-ervo & Lively, 1996; Maynard Smith, 1996).In addition, theorists are oming to realise thatmany interesting games exhibitmultiple equilibria. Un-fortunately, naked game theory is unable to determine,given the existene of more than one equilibrium state,whih equilibrium a population will arrive at. Ad-ditional riteria for deiding between equilibria (e.g.,on grounds of parity, eÆieny, et.) have been of-fered (Harsanyi & Selten, 1988), but these often appearsomewhat arbitrary. The natural solution to this equi-librium seletion problem is to enquire whih equilibriaarise from whih initial onditions (Binmore, Gale, &Samuelson, 1995a; Binmore, Samuelson, & Vaughan,1995b) | a question addressing the dynami hara-ter of the model.Despite aknowledging that the behaviour of adap-tive systems is inherently dynami, and that attentionto these dynamis might enable theorists to distinguishbetween ompeting theories, theorists often eshew thestudy of dynami hange. This aounts for the aentplaed on the �xed points of models, whether they be

evolutionary stable strategies in biology, Nash equilib-ria in eonomis, or \exit points" in language hange(Labov, 1994), rather than the general dynami be-haviour of suh models. This is not to say that gametheory and other formal approahes annot toleratelimit sets of a higher order than onstant trajetories,or have no onsideration of initial onditions or tran-sient behaviours. However, suh matters are typiallyregarded as speial ases that require additional ana-lyti tehniques if they are to be addressed at all (e.g.,Maynard Smith, 1982, devotes an appendix to dealingwith yli trajetories).In ontrast, evolutionary simulation modelling willprinipally onern itself with the harater of amodel's evolutionary dynamis rather than some \endprodut" of these dynamis, whether it be within apopulation of learning eonomi agents, a populationof evolving reatures, or a population supporting a de-veloping ulture or language. From this inherently dy-nami perspetive, yli limit sets and start-up tran-sients, drift and haos, are on an equal footing withgame theory's ardinal limit set, the point attrator.Subjet MatterPerhaps the aspet of Babbage's model that mostlearly distinguishes it from modern evolutionary sim-ulation modelling is its subjet matter. Several issuesare related to this observation.First, the overtly theologial onerns of the debateBabbage engaged with are for the most part missingfrom ontemporary siene. Modern sientists nowrarely struggle against matters of faith or religion inprint (see Dawkins, 1998, however, for one ontem-porary example). Despite this, just as ertain om-mentators laim that Babbage's model inuened theoneption of God in the 19th entury (Young, 1985),some researhers have taken modern arti�ial life tohave impliations for the relationship between religionand siene (Helmreih, 1997).Leaving religious matters to one side, it is also thease that whereas Babbage's system models an ab-strat geologial proess, the majority of urrent mod-elling work in this vein addresses biologial subjetmatter. It is probable that in 1836, Babbage and hisontemporaries would not have reognised a di�erenebetween geology and biology, sine these �elds andmany others under the umbrella of natural philosophyhad yet to part ompany and begin to speialise. How-ever, now that we understand that the mehanism bywhih organismi evolution proeeds (the di�erentialtransmission of geneti material) is not present in ge-ologial, eonomi, linguisti or psyhologial systems,should we be wary of the reent trend within arti�ial



life of applying simulation models of adaptation to anever broader lass of topis and problems?3Some of the non-biologial disiplines that are be-ginning to adopt this approah have been exploringquestions of hange for some onsiderable time. Forinstane, both anthropology and linguistis involve ahistorial, diahroni or developmental element. Thestudy of language hange, for instane, predates Dar-win's theory of evolution; indeed Darwin made use ofresearh into the history and relatedness of languagesin formulating his theory of natural seletion.In ontrast, other disiplines have taken up the hal-lenge of understanding the dynamis of their phenom-ena more reently. For example, eonomis (despitethe prompting of Veblen, 1898, at the turn of the en-tury) has only reently begun to onsider the proessesthat might underly the evolution of eonomi systems(.f., the ineption of the Journal of Evolutionary Eo-nomis in 1991, that builds on the pioneering work ofJoseph Shumpeter, e.g., 1934). Previously suh mat-ters were the preserve of historians of eonomis.In the most extreme ases, novel sienti� programsmust be developed in order to pursue the impliationsof an adaptive systems perspetive. Memetis, thestudy of the evolution of ideas, is one example of suha neonatal paradigm.What links this rather disparate group of disi-plines is their onern with the dynamis of adaptation.These dynamis are often studied by modellers usingtehniques developed spei�ally to deal with their in-diginous problems, with no referene to evolution, oreven with expliit rejetion of evolutionary thinking.However, inreasingly theorists are oming to see par-allels between the dynamis underlying many di�er-ent adaptive systems (.f., the proliferation of journals,meetings and book titles involving Evolutionary as aleading adjetive). Although, the systems that theystudy do not involve adaptation in the form of ortho-dox organismi evolution, nevertheless, the neessaryingredients for adaptation an be identi�ed: ompeti-tion for limited resoures and heritable variation. Foreonomi systems, the limiting resoure is utility, thevariation exists at the level of eonomi strategy andinheritane ours soially through some kind of learn-ing mehanism. For linguistis, the limiting resoure islanguage users, the variation exists at the level of lan-3For example, Miller (1997) has reently appealed tothe notion of self-organization in an attempt to resolve theapparent paradox presented by, on the one hand, the dis-overy of Hitler's indolene, and, on the other, the intenselystrutured order of the Third Reih. Miller quotes evidenefrom arti�ial life simulations that suggest that omplexorder may arise from simple loal interations, rather thanrequiring global o-ordination from some entral exeutive.

guage struture and inheritane again ours soiallythrough language transmission.Evolutionary biologists enjoy an advantage overevolutionary simulation modellers dealing with non-biologial systems in that they possess a detailed un-derstanding of the mehanisms underlying biologialevolution. As yet, omparable understanding of eo-nomi, linguisti, ultural, or psyhologial adapta-tion is relatively laking. Non-biologial adaptation-ists have made progress by appropriating mehanismsfrom biologial evolution. For instane, adaptive meh-anisms have been borrowed and used metaphorially(e.g., epidemiologial notions of ontagion used tomodel the spread of innovations, Cavalli-Sforza & Feld-man, 1981) or literally, (e.g., the onept of om-petitive exlusion underlying neural Darwinism, Edel-man, 1987) However, fundamental researh into theunique harater of these non-biologial adaptive sys-tems should eventually reify or replae these plaehold-ers (e.g., Gatherer, 1998).The prospet of multiple levels of adaptation inter-ating with one another further ompliates the pi-ture. The learning mehanisms invoked by eonomists,linguists and ultural anthropologists are not �xed en-tities, but are themselves the results of adaptive evolu-tionary proesses. Some e�ort has been made to modelthe interation between learning and evolution (e.g.,Hinton & Nowlan, 1987) and to apply the insights thusgained to non-biologial adaptationist researh pro-grams (e.g., Kirby & Hurford, 1997). But until theo-retial approahes to parallel, interating adaptive sys-tems (e.g., Laland, Odling-Smee, & Feldman, in press)an be shown to be sound, these modelling enterpriseswill be less seure than their biologial forebears.In summary, any researh paradigm that studies thebehaviour of systems of entities whih interat witheah other and their environment over time suh thatthey hange in an adaptive fashion is amenable to theevolutionary simulation modelling approah. WhileBabbage's appliation of a simulation model to whatis now onsidered to be a non-biologial topi presagedmodern simulations of non-biologial adaptive systems,his model is laking in a sophistiated notion of geo-logial adaptation. Indeed it is unlear whether geo-logial systems an be lassed as adaptive in the sensedesribed above. It is apparent that modern desen-dents of Babbage's model are more onerned with thedetails of how adaptation ours in natural systems,rather than merely demonstrating that some phenom-ena an be repliated on a mahine. This notion willbe pursued further in the next setion.



Emergene and IndividualsThe phenomenon at the heart of Babbage's model| disontinuity | is emblemati of the onerns ofpresent-day researhers employing evolutionary simu-lation models. However, it is in its approah to non-linearity that Babbage's model departs most signi�-antly from modern models.There is a super�ial resemblane between the atas-trophist debate of the 19th entury and the more re-ent dispute over the theory of puntuated equilibriaintrodued by Eldridge and Gould (1973). Both ar-guments revolved around the signi�ane of what ap-pear to be abrupt hanges at geologial time sales.However, while Babbage's dispute entered on whetherhange ould be explained by one ontinuously operat-ing proess or must involve two di�erent mehanisms(the �rst being geologial proesses, the seond Divineintervention), Gould and Eldridge take pains to pointout that their theory does not superede phylogenetigradualism, but augments it. They wish to explain thetwo apparent modes of ation evidened by the fossilreord (long periods of stasis, short bursts of hange),not by invoking two proesses, but by explaining theunevenness of evolutionary hange. In this respet,the theory that Eldridge and Gould supply attemptsto meet a modern hallenge: that of explaining non-linearity, rather than merely aommodating it.Whereas Babbage's aim was merely to demonstratethat a ertain kind of non-linearity was logially pos-sible in the absene of exogenous interferene, mod-ern researhers are probing questions of how and whynon-linearities arise from the homogeneous ation oflow-level entities, and what impliations these non-linearities may have for the systems under examina-tion. In order to ahieve this, modern simulationmod-els have had to move beyond the elegant but simplistiform of Babbage's demonstration.This inreased sophistiation stems, in part, fromthe use of an explanatory strategy that invokes a \on-strutive" relationship between at least two relevantlevels of desription: a level of expliitly modelled in-dividual atomi entities and a higher level of aggre-gate phenomena. The notion that the possibly om-plex and non-linear behaviour of higher-level phenom-ena emerges from the ation of lower-level entities al-lows that an understanding of the onstrutive rela-tionship that links them may be all that is requiredto aount for the behaviour at the aggregate level ofdesription. For example, a simulation model of traÆdynamis may involve routines that deal with the in-dividual vehiles omprising the traÆ without at anypoint expliitly invoking the higher-level phenomenonof \jams". Despite this, the simulationmay be a useful

way of modelling how jams behave if, through analysisof the simulation, an understanding of how the \emer-gent" phenomena derive from the atomi entities anbe ahieved.It is important to expliate the di�erenes betweenthis kind of explanatory projet and the task met byBabbage's model. Babbage did not need to model asystem of entities at some atomi geologial level ofabstration and then simulate the emergene of dis-ontinuities in the geologial reord sine his projetwas merely to demonstrate that a lass of phenom-ena ould exist in the absene of an element that hadpreviously been onsidered neessary | external in-tervention. As suh nothing hinged on the manner inwhih the natural phenomena atually did arise. Thiskind of explanation is a proof of onept of the type:\it is ommonly thought that M is needed to gener-ate P , but here is a model in whih M is missing, butsomething that looks like P is exhibited". One of thehallenges for modern evolutionary simulation modelsis to move beyond this kind of explanation, and re-veal the onstrutive relationships that hold betweenatomi and emergent levels of desription (see, e.g., DiPaolo, Noble & Bullok, this volume, for further dis-ussion).Babbage himself was not satis�ed with merelydemonstrating through simulation modelling that ap-parent disontinuities ould be the result of unhang-ing mehanial proesses. He also spent some timedeveloping theories with whih he sought to explainhow spei� examples of geologial disontinuity ouldhave arisen as the result of physial geologial pro-esses. One example of apparently rapid geologialhange that had �gured prominently in geologial de-bate sine being depited on the frontispiee of Lyell'sPriniples of Geology was the appearene of the Tem-ple of Seraphis on the edge of the Bay of Baiae in Poz-zuoli, Italy. The surfae of the 42-foot pillars of thetemple are haraterised by three regimes. The lowerportions of the pillars are smooth, their entral por-tions have been attaked by marine reatures, whileabove this region the pillars are weathered but other-wise undamaged. These abrupt hanges in the hara-ter of the surfae of the pillars were taken by geologiststo be evidene that the temple had been partially sub-merged for a onsiderable period of time.For Lyell (1830), an explanation ould be found inthe onsiderable seismi ativity whih, historially,had haraterised the area. It was well known thateruptions ould over land in onsiderable amounts ofvolani material and that earthquakes ould suddenlyraise or lower trats of land. Lyell reasoned, that a vol-ani eruption ould have buried the lower portion of



the pillars before an earthquake lowered the land uponwhih the temple stood into the sea. Thus the lowerportion would have been preserved from erosion, whilea middle portion would have been subjeted to marineperforations, and an upper setion to the weatheringassoiated with wind and rain.Reent work by Dolan (1998) has unovered the im-pat that Babbage's own thoughts on the puzzle ofthe pillars had on this debate. Babbage, while visitingthe temple, noted an aspet of the pillars whih hadhitherto gone undeteted: a path of aliated stoneloated between the entral, perforated, setion, andthe lower, smooth, portion. Babbage inferred that thisaliation had been aused, over onsiderable time,by alium bearing spring waters whih had gradu-ally ooded the temple, as the land upon whih itstood sank lower and lower. Eventually this subsideneaused the temple pillars to sink below sea-level andresulted in the marine erosion evident on the middleportion of the olumns.Thus Babbage's explanation invoked gradual pro-esses of umulative hange, rather than abruptepisodes of disontinuous hange, despite the fat thatthe evidene presented by the pillars is that of sharplyseperated regimes. Babbage's aount of this gradualhange relied on the notion that a entral, variablesoure of heat, below the earth's rust, aused expan-sion and ontration of the land masses above it. Thisexpansion or ontration would lead to subsidene orelevation of the land masses involved. Babbage ex-ploited the power of his new alulating mahine inattempting to prove his theory, but not in the form ofa simulationmodel. Instead, he used the engine to al-ulate tables of values that represented the expansionof granite under various temperature regimes. Withthese tables, Babbage ould estimate the temperaturehanges that would have been neessary to ause thee�ets manifested by the Temple of Seraphis.Here, Babbage is using a omputer, and is mov-ing beyond a gradualist aount that merely toleratesdisontinuities (i.e., his Bridgewater Treatise) to onethat attemptes top explain them. However, his en-gine is not being employed as an evolutionary simula-tion model, but as a prostheti alulating devie. Theomplex, repetitive, omputations involved in produ-ing and ompiling these tables of �gures would nor-mally have been arried out by \omputers", peopleemployed to make alulations manually. In replaingthis error-prone, slow and ostly manual alulationwith his mehanial rekoning devie, Babbage demon-strates the appliation of omputing power to solvingproblems that are otherwise intratable. This use ofomputers has beome widespread in modern siene.

Numerial and iterative tehniques for alulating (orat least approximating) the results of what would beextremely taxing or tedious problems has beome amainstay of muh aademi pratie.In ontrast, evolutionary simulation models of thekind disussed in this paper o�er a new role for pow-erful omputers. Where Babbage employed his ma-hine to either (i) demonstrate that some natural phe-nomenon ould be simulated in the absene of an el-ement that had previously been deemed a neessarypre-requisite, or (ii) perform otherwise intratable al-ulations in order to support theory building/testing,modern simulation modellers attempt to move beyondthese uses in pursuing an explanatory strategy in whihsimulations are used to diretly explore explanatorytheories proposed as ways of understanding how om-plex, aggregate behaviour might arise from the homo-geneous ation of lower-level entities.A suessful example of ompleting this explana-tory task an be found in Di Paolo's (2000) modelof the evolution of o-ordinated ommuniation. Us-ing an individual-based evolutionary simulation modelfeaturing a population of agents distributed over a lat-tie and playing an ation-response game, Di Paoloshows that even in situations for whih game-theoretionsiderations predit that o-ordination will be un-stable, o-ordination may arise and persist. At thispoint the model has ful�lled the same explanatoryrole as that of Babbage's Bridgewater Treatise: an ag-gregate phenomena (o-ordinated ommuniation) hasbeen demonstrated in the absene of an element pre-viously deemed neessary (i.e., an appropriate equilib-rium in the underlying game). Di Paolo aounts forthe presene and harater of this o-ordinated om-muniation by �rst drawing attention to the mannerin whih the spatial struture of the medium gives riseto lusters of individuals. Subsequent exploration re-veals that individuals in the enter of suh lusters faea senario that di�ers signi�antly from those at theperiphery. Analysis demonstrates that the strategiasymmetry indued by this spatial organisation is suf-�ient to enable o-ordinated ommuniation to persistas a stable strategy.Notie that merely appealing to the existene of spa-tial lustering, and invoking the idea that o-ordination\emerges" from the interations of game-players thatexist in a spatially-strutured medium would be to fallshort of suh a suessful explanation. Suh an appealwould in fat be loser to the apologetiist use of \mira-les" as explanations for phenomena that would other-wise be inexpliable. Indeed onstruing emergent phe-nomena to be those aggregate phenomena for whih,as yet, we have no redutionist explanation (Ronald,



Sipper, & Caparr�ere, 1999) would seem to invite thisomparison.In summary Babbage's model usefully demonstratesa simple explanatory strategy whih modern evolution-ary simulation modelling hopes to move beyond. Inorder to do so, evolutionary simulation models mustdo more than invoke the notion of emergene. The re-lationship between atomi and aggregate phenomenamust be expliated suessfully.ConlusionsIn many respets Babbage's model seond-guesses as-pets of modern evolutionary simulation modelling.His use of an ongoing omputational program to modelthe dynamis of a natural system, his attention to adebate that would now be regarded as external to evo-lutionary biology, and his onentration on high-levelnon-linear phenomena and the ability of low-level pro-esses to give rise to them, are all prominent features ofmodern individual-based simulations of adaptive sys-tems.However, Babbage's model does not address themanner in whih exploring the dynamis of a simu-lation an expliate the onstrutive relationships thataount for high-level aggregate phenomena in terms ofthe behaviour of systems of low-level atomi entities.The model does provide an example of a more sim-ple explanatory strategy, that of demonstrating thatsome high-level phenomenon survives the removal ofan element previously deemed to be a neessary pre-requisite for it. Moving beyond this lass of explana-tion has been identi�ed here as an important hallengefor modern evolutionary simulation modelling.Babbage's model may resemble urrent arti�ial lifein one �nal respet that is perhaps worth noting. Uponpubliation of the Ninth Bridgewater Treatise, thework was treated with some disdain. His demonstra-tion of the power of automati omputing was gener-ally regarded as impressive. But although his mahinewas a remarkable feat of engineering it was pereivedto be a tool ill-suited to the job of natural philosophyand his model gained little redibility as a result. Itwas generally agreed to have overstepped some bound-ary. In ontrast, Dolan's (1998) reent work has shownthat Babbage's empirially-driven theories on the geo-logial proesses responsible for the appearene of theTemple of Seraphis were readily taken on board by theeminent uniformitartian geologists of the time. LikeBabbage's Bridgewater treatise, ontemporary evolu-tionary simulation models may also be \uninvited".Perhaps the lessons we an learn from Babbage's workwill ensure that urrent modelling e�orts have more
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